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Share prices on Bursa headed lower for the third consecutive week, although
the KLCI closed well off its earlier intra-week lows due to a strong rally last
Friday.

For the week, the KLCI lost a total of 9.5 points or 0.9% to end at 1,085.6. Its
losses would have been much more if not for a 14-point gain on Friday.
Trading volume was relatively low for much of the week.

And even despite Friday’s strong index gains, market breadth for much of the
day was mixed. This suggests that investors are still generally cautious.

For much of the earlier part of the week, the KLCI headed south — dragged
down by losses in plantation stocks and a sell-off on Wall Street. Crude palm
oil prices fell below RM2,400 per tonne in Tuesday afternoon trading, but
rallied strongly in the latter part of the week as oil and global commodities
rebounded.

After the rally witnessed late last month, Wall Street has started tumbling again.

Wall Street’s earlier rally had been sparked by a sharp fall in crude oil and
commodity prices. This brought relief to investors fearing inflation and diverted
attention away from ongoing US economic problems.

Crude oil prices fell to
as low as US$112
(RM375.20) per barrel
earlier in the week, but
rallied some 5% last
Thursday alone to
trade at just over
US$121 per barrel.

With oil prices now
showing signs of
stabilising — and
indeed, starting to rise
again, investors are
refocusing back on
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3pm: KLCI 1,028.63 (-15.40); FBMEmas 6,835.13 (-109.00); FBM2BRD 4,949.20 (-79.38); Up 62; Down 431; Unch 155; Vol: 163.66m shares.                  
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refocusing back on
economic issues.

The US’ financial
sector issues remain
pronounced, with
investors now fearing
a collapse of national
mortgage lenders
Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. US
economic data
released last week
remain weak, including
leading economic indicators numbers and housing starts, and high wholesale
producer prices.

On the local front, the recovery of crude oil and other commodities, including
soyoil, spurred a rally for palm oil from their recent year lows. Palm oil prices
have climbed back to over RM2,700 per tonne, from recent lows of around
RM2,400 per tonne, spurring a recovery on plantations stocks, especially on
Friday.

Plantation stocks had been the biggest drag over the past few weeks as palm
oil prices plunged. With commodity prices starting to recover, we expect the
local market to have found a floor as well — at least for the near-term.

The announcement of a 15 sen reduction in petrol prices — from RM2.70 to
RM2.55 per litre effective last Saturday — will also help. However, investors
are likely to stay cautious ahead of the upcoming Permatang Pauh by-
elections on Aug 26, 2008.

Portfolio review 
Our basket of 14 stocks fell by 1.9% last week, more than the KLCI’s 0.9% fall.
This was partly due to the KLCI’s strong one-day rally on Friday (due to gains
in select stocks), despite mixed broader market conditions. Most of our stocks
are not index-linked ones, but small and mid caps.

Including our large cash reserves (for which no interest is imputed), the total
portfolio value fell by a smaller margin of 1.2% to RM465,834.

The portfolio’s total value and returns represent a significant achievement
compared with our initial capital of just RM160,000. We started the model
portfolio on March 3, 2003. Our total profits are very substantial at RM305,834.

This represents a hefty return of 191.1% compared with our capital of
RM160,000. We continue to outperform the KLCI significantly, which is up by
67.8% in the same period — despite the fact that the KLCI is less
representative of the broader market.

Reflecting the severity of the broader market conditions, 11 of our stocks fell
and only three rose — Dijaya (up 2.8%), Pantech (up 2.6%) and HELP (up
0.7%). The major losers were Tanjung Offshore (down 5.6%), Muhibbah
(4.5%) and Tong Herr (down 4.1%).

We are keeping our portfolio unchanged, and are comfortable with our 63%
equity weighting.
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equity weighting.

Note: This report is brought to you by Asia Analytica Sdn Bhd, a licensed investment adviser.  Please exercise your own
judgment or seek professional advice for your specific investment needs. We are not responsible for your investment
decisions. Our shareholders, directors and employees may have positions in any of the stocks mentioned.
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